The cloud-based remote management and monitoring tool NinjaRMM offers MSPs a simple and efficient way to monitor servers and endpoints for their customers, run on-demand tasks or connect instantly if needed.

Leveraging the NinjaRMM agent, ESET Direct Endpoint Management plugin for NinjaRMM makes it easy to deploy and activate ESET endpoint protection software. The plugin offers a wide range of functionalities, enabling MSPs to manage endpoint security from the familiar NinjaRMM dashboard, without the need to run an additional management console.

**ESET Business Product Licenses**

Active licenses of any of the following ESET endpoint products:

- ESET Endpoint products for Windows and macOS
- ESET Server products

For the complete list of supported ESET products visit help.eset.com.

**NinjaRMM**

To review NinjaRMM system requirements please visit NinjaRMM website.

**Benefits**

**COMPREHENSIVE, CROSS-PLATFORM SECURITY**

Offer best-of-breed antimalware options to your network of managed Windows and macOS clients. Replace existing solutions for ESET’s clients requiring low system resource usage and proactive detection of multiple threat vectors using advanced malware detection technologies.

**EASE OF MANAGEMENT**

The familiar NinjaRMM cloud console provides ease of management and adoption of ESET solutions thanks to the tight integration with NinjaRMM via the plugin.

**SATISFIED END USERS**

Real-time monitoring and remediation helps resolve security issues quickly and makes for confident helpdesk techs and satisfied end users.

**Features**

**MANAGE CLIENT ENDPOINT SECURITY**

Initiate on-demand endpoint scans, module updates and ESET security product activation, without requiring an additional console.

**PROTECT ENDPOINTS, SERVERS AND EMAIL**

Easily install and activate ESET endpoint platform solutions covering your customer endpoints, as well as file and mail servers.

**MANAGE CLIENT CONFIGURATIONS**

Set ESET-specific configuration policies on Windows® endpoint and server clients. Create new policies or upload existing XML configurations exported from the ESET security software. Manage every available ESET configuration option including Spam, Firewall, HIPS, Device Control and Web Control modules.

**SYSTEM REQUIREMENTS**

For the complete list of supported ESET products visit help.eset.com.

**THREAT MONITORING**

Get a comprehensive view of ESET Scan Logs, Threat Logs and Protection Status directly in NinjaRMM, as reported to Windows Event Log, updated based on a custom interval.

**REPORTING AND ALERT MANAGEMENT**

Automatically run remediation actions based on reported ESET Errors, ESET Warnings and ESET Information which are displayed directly in the NinjaRMM platform.
INTEGRATION OVERVIEW

ESET IN NUMBERS

110m+ users worldwide
400k+ business customers
200+ countries & territories
4000+ MSPs worldwide

DIRECT ENDPOINT MANAGEMENT
PLUGIN FOR NinjaRMM

CYBERSECURITY EXPERTS ON YOUR SIDE